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COMMENTS: MEMO
TO: DIRECTOR, FBI
FROM: SAC, MIAMI (105-4426)(P)
SUBJECT: ANTONIO SANTIAGO GARCIA, AKA Tony Santiago
IS - CUBA

TITLE: NEW YORK

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HERIN IS UNCLASSIFIED EXCEPT WHERE SHOWN OTHERWISE.

SEE REVERSE SIDE FOR ADD. DISSEMINATION.

Title changed to reflect full name of subject, as developed through investigation.

Rebulet to New York, 6/22/64.

Enclosed for the Bureau are 9 copies of a LHM, dated and captioned as above, two copies of which are designated for Washington Field, and five copies of which are designated for the New York Office.

The source utilized in the enclosed LHM is contacted by SA JESSE R. HAGY.

The enclosed LHM is classified "SECRET" since it sets forth information furnished by a source engaged in an active, double-agent situation, the revelation of whose identity could be prejudicial to defense interests of the U.S.

On 7/22/64, ANTONIO MENENDEZ OLITE, 1825 NW 2nd Court, Miami, Florida, and miss. PALMIRA SANTIAGO, 5021

1 - Miami
SWJ: pLm
(10) Copy to: CIA/STATE/RAO ONI/OSI/ACSI

By routing slip for info. Date 8/12/64 by Sec.
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(1) 105-64221 ROBERTO ROQUE PEREZ
(1) 105-66206 JOSE MENENDEZ BENAITEZ
(1) 65-22734 ALBERTO MENENDEZ OLITE